Decree of the Director n.
Prot. n.

OBJECT: Approval of the public selection for the conferment of n. 1 incarico di natura occasionale for activities functional to the advancement of the governance of the projects of research national and international activities in the Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage through the technical management of the procedures of selection of profiles of scientific activities to activate in the second semester 2018 and to the realization of a report on the positioning of the products of research of the Department in view of the next valuation VQR and the development of a monitoring system under the Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage.

Procedure bandita con provvedimento Rep. 552/2018 Prot. n. 0030175 del 28/05/2018

THE DIRECTOR

- VISTO: the Statute of Ateneo;
- VISTO: the Regulation of Ateneo for the Administration, Finance and Controllability;
- VISTO: the Regulation for the conferment of incarichi to personnel external emanated with D.R. 527 del 14/07/2008;
- VISTO: the Decree of the Director General 88/2014;
- VISTO: the bando Rep. 552/2018 Prot. n. 0030175 del 28/05/2018 for the public selection for the attribution of n. 1 incarico di natura occasionale for activities functional to the advancement of the governance of the projects of research national and international activities in the Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage through the technical management of the procedures of selection of profiles of scientific activities to activate in the second semester 2018 and to the realization of a report on the positioning of the products of research of the Department in view of the next valuation VQR and the development of a monitoring system;
- VISTI: the minutes of the Commission giudicatrice designated by Decree of the Director Rep. n. 594/2018 del 12/06/2018 - among which Rep. n. 50 Prot. n. 34581 del 13/06/2018;
- ACCERTATA: the regularity of the selection procedure;
- PRESO ATTO: that the proponent structure has certified the conformity of the provvedimento to the current legislation and to the regulations of Ateneo;

DECRETA

Art. 1: The objects of the Commission giudicatrice relativa to the public selection for the conferment of n. 1 incarico di natura occasionale for activities functional to the advancement of the governance of the projects of research national and international activities in the Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage through the technical management of the procedures of selection of profiles of scientific activities to activate in the second semester 2018 and to the realization of a report on the positioning of the products of research of the Department in view of the next valuation VQR and the development of a monitoring system in the Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage.
Procedura bandita con provvedimento Rep. 552/2018 Prot. n. 0030175 del 28/05/2018 pubblicata all’albo on line dell’Ateneo in data 28/05/2018.

Art. 2: Dagli atti risulta vincitore il seguente candidato

ENRICA PITTARELLO

Art. 3: Il presente decreto verrà reso pubblico mediante inserimento nell’albo on line dell’Ateneo e nelle pagine web dedicate corre da bando.

Firmato
Il Direttore
del Dipartimento di Filosofia e Beni Culturali

DIPARTIMENTO DI FILOSOFIA
E BENI CULTURALI
IL DIRETTORE
Prof. Giuseppe Barbieri

Visto R.P.A.
Il Segretario
del Dipartimento di Filosofia e Beni Culturali

Avv. Vanin Esterita